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Special Issue on Monte Carlo Techniques
and Computer Go

T HE technique of Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) has
revolutionized the field of computer game playing, and is

starting to have an impact in other search and optimization do-
mains as well. In past decades, the dominant paradigm in game
algorithms was alpha–beta search. This technique, with many
refinements and game-specific engineering, led to breakthrough
performances in classic board games such as Chess, Checkers,
and Othello. After Deep Blue’s famous victory over Kasparov
in 1996, some of the research focus shifted to games where
alpha–beta search was not sufficient. Most prominent among
these games was the ancient Asian game of Go. Despite much
effort, progress remained slow for another decade. During the
last few years, the use of MCTS techniques in Computer Go has
really taken off, but the groundwork was laid much earlier. In
1990, Abramson [1] proposed to model the expected outcome
of a game by averaging the results of many random games. In
1993, Brügmann [2] proposed Monte Carlo techniques for Go
using almost random games, and developed the refinement he
termed all-moves-as-first (AMAF). Ten years later, a group of
French researchers working with Bouzy and Cazenave took up
the idea [3]. Bouzy’s Indigo program used Monte Carlo simu-
lation to decide between the top moves proposed by a classical
knowledge-based Go engine.

Coulom’s Crazy Stone [4] was the first to add the crucial
second element, a selective game tree search controlled by the
results of the simulations. The last piece of the puzzle was the
upper confidence tree (UCT) algorithm of Kocsis and Szepes-
vari [5], which applied ideas from the theory of multiarmed
bandits to the problem of how to selectively grow a game tree.
Gelly and Wang developed the first version of MoGo [6], which
among other innovations combined Coulom’s ideas, the UCT
algorithm, and pattern-directed simulations. AMAF was revived
and extended in Gelly and Silver’s rapid action value estimate
(RAVE), which computes AMAF statistics in all nodes of the
UCT tree. Rapid progress in applying knowledge and paral-
lelizing the search followed. Today, programs such as MoGo/
MoGoTW, Crazy Stone, Fuego, Many Faces of Go, and Zen
have achieved a level of play that seemed unthinkable only a
decade ago. These programs are now competitive at a profes-
sional level for 9 9 Go and amateur Dan strength on 19 19
[7].

One measure of success is competitions. In Go, Monte Carlo
programs now completely dominate classical programs on all
board sizes (though no one has tried boards larger than 19
19). Monte Carlo programs have achieved considerable success
in play against humans. An early sign of things to come was a
series of games on a 7 7 board between Crazy Stone and pro-
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fessional 5th Dan Guo Juan. Crazy Stone demonstrated almost
perfect play. In 2009, a series of matches held on a 9 9 board,
culminated in program wins playing as both white (the easier
color) with Fuego and black with MoGo/MoGoTW against the
top level professional Go player Chun-Hsun Chou. In 2010,
MoGo and Many Faces of Go achieved wins against strong am-
ateur players on 13 13 with only two handicap stones. On the
full 19 19 board, programs have racked up a number of wins
(but still a lot more losses) on six and seven handicap stones
against top professional Go players [8], [9].

Besides rapid progress in Go, the most exciting recent devel-
opments in MCTS have shown an ever increasing array of ap-
plications. In games such as Hex, Havannah, and Lines of Ac-
tion, MCTS is the state of the art. MCTS can play very well
even with little knowledge about the game as evidenced by its
success in general game playing. In areas as diverse as energy
optimization problems, tuning of libraries, domain-independent
planning, and solving Markov decision processes (MDPs), tech-
niques inspired by MCTS are rapidly being developed and ap-
plied. However, current MCTS techniques do not work well for
all games or all search problems. This poses some interesting
questions. When and why does it succeed and fail? How can
it be extended to new applications where it does not work yet?
How best may it be combined with other approaches such as
classical minimax search and knowledge-based methods?

The purpose of this Special Issue on Monte Carlo Techniques
and Computer Go is to publish high-quality papers reporting
the latest research covering the theory and practice of these
and other methods applied to Go and other games. The special
issue received eighteen paper submissions, of which eight
have been accepted. These papers cover Go, Lines of Action,
Hex, single-player general game playing, parallelization in
Go, and analyzing game records using on Monte Carlo
techniques.

The first paper, “Current frontiers in Computer Go” by
Rimmel et al., presents an overview of the state of the art in
Computer Go by some of the current members of the MoGo
project, shows the many similarities and the rare differences
between the current best programs, and reports the results of
the Computer Go event organized at the 2009 IEEE Inter-
national Conference on Fuzzy Systems (FUZZ-IEEE 2009).
Importantly, the first ever win of a computer against a 9th Dan
professional player in 9 9 Go occurred at this event.

The second paper, “Monte Carlo tree search in Lines of Ac-
tion” of Winands et al., presents a MCTS-based program for
playing the game Lines of Action (LOA). With the improved
MCTS variant, the proposed program is able to outperform even
the world’s strongest alpha–beta-based LOA program. This is
an important milestone for MCTS because the traditional game-
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tree search approach has been considered to be the better suited
for playing LOA.

The third paper, “Monte Carlo tree search in Hex,” by Ar-
neson et al., describes MoHex, the MCTS Hex player that won
gold in the 2009 Computer Olympiad. The main contributions
to MCTS include using inferior cell analysis and connection
strategy computation to prune the search tree. In particular, the
authors run their random game simulations not on the actual
game position, but on a reduced equivalent board.

The fourth paper, “FUEGO—An open-source framework for
board games and Go engine based on Monte Carlo tree search”
by Enzenberger et al., gives an overview of the development and
current state of the FUEGO project and describes the reusable
components of the software framework and specific algorithms
used in the Go engine. FUEGO was the first program to win a
game against a top professional player in 9 9 Go.

The fifth paper, “Combining UCT and nested Monte Carlo
search for single-player general game playing” by Méhat and
Cazenave, compares nested Monte Carlo search (NMC), upper
confidence bounds for trees (UCT-T), UCT with transposi-
tion tables (UCT+T), and a simple combination of NMC and
UCT+T (MAX) on single-player games of the past General
Game Playing (GGP) competitions. The experimental results
show that the transposition tables improve UCT and that MAX
is the best of these four algorithms. Using UCT+T, the program
Ary won the 2009 GGP competition.

The sixth paper, “Evaluating root parallelization in Go” by
Soejima et al., discusses the various parallelization methods
proposed for Computer Go. The authors analyze the perfor-
mance of two root parallelization methods: the standard strategy
based on average selection and the proposed strategy based
on majority voting. The proposed algorithms are simple and
generic and can be considered far from Go. The experimental
results with 64 central processing unit (CPU) cores show that
majority voting outperforms average selection.

The seventh paper, “Evaluation of game tree search methods
by game records” by Takeuchi and Kaneko, presents a method
of evaluating game tree search methods, including standard
min–max search and Monte Carlo tree search. The authors
applied the proposed method to Go, Shogi, and Chess, and
by comparing the results with empirical understanding of the
performance of various game tree search methods and with the
results of self-play shows that the proposed method is efficient
and effective.

The last paper, “The power of forgetting: Improving the last-
good-reply policy in Monte Carlo Go” by Baier and Drake,
describes an improvement to Drake’s last-good-reply policy,
which is a method for online policy improvement that favors
recently successful replies to the opponent’s last move. In their
paper, Baier and Drake show that forgetting these replies as soon
as they fail improves the playing strength of their Go program
Orego. Surprisingly, remembering the win rate of every reply is
not as effective as simply remembering the last good reply.
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